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Oh lord, please, no, not this again
Looks like the tears done fell
And things are under way
I'll wait for the morning
To wave my hopeful white flag
My chamber's empty now
And I've nothing left to say
Taking our corners at opposite sides of the bed
What's that you said?

Make me out to be the bad guy
And I'll make you out to be
The girl who's up to no good
Round and round we'll go in circles
Feeling misread and mislead, once again
So misunderstood

Ain't like we ain't done made this mistake before
Empty bottles, it's closing time
It ain't no time for waging war
Draw up your defenses and I'll go do the same
Last one standin' is gonna be
The last one to blame
Wait for the smoke to clear
Wait for these words to disappear

Make me out to be the bad guy
And I'll make you out to be
The girl who's up to no good
Round and round we'll go in circles
Feeling misread and mislead, once again
So misunderstood

I'm sorry
Sorry

Wait for the smoke to clear
Nobody makes it out of here

Make me out to be the bad guy
And I'll make you out to be
The girl that's up to no good
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Round and round we'll go in circles
Feeling misread and mislead, once again
So misunderstood

Feeling misread and mislead
I misheard what you said
And I guess you must have...
Misunderstood

Oh lord, please, no, not this again
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